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Introduction
These exemplar answers have been chosen from the 
summer 2019 examination series. 

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches and all 
answers are considered on their merits. These exemplars, 
therefore, should not be seen as the only way to answer 
questions but they do illustrate how the mark scheme has 
been applied. 

Please always refer to the specification https://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce/chemistry-b-salters-
h033-h433-from-2015/ for full details of the assessment 
for this qualification. These exemplar answers should 
also be read in conjunction with the sample assessment 
materials and the June 2019 Examiners’ report or Report 
to Centres available from Interchange https://interchange.
ocr.org.uk/.

The question paper, mark scheme and any resource 
booklet(s) will be available on the OCR website from 
summer 2020. Until then, they are available on OCR 
Interchange (school exams officers will have a login for 
this and are able to set up teachers with specific logins – 
see the following link for further information http://www.
ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/
managing-user-accounts/). 

It is important to note that approaches to question 
setting and marking will remain consistent. At the same 
time OCR reviews all its qualifications annually and may 
make small adjustments to improve the performance of 
its assessments. We will let you know of any substantive 
changes.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce/chemistry-b-salters-h033-h433-from-2015/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce/chemistry-b-salters-h033-h433-from-2015/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce/chemistry-b-salters-h033-h433-from-2015/
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/interchange/managing-user-accounts/
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Question 1(a) 

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This response was typical of candidates who readily recognised the amine group, and that the C=O group was a carbonyl but who 
were unsure of the exact carbonyl function group present in molecule A. Note also that the inclusion of the benzene ring was 
ignored as this group is present in both monomers and in the polymer strand displayed.

[2]

Question 1(b) 

[3]

Exemplar 1 2 marks
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Examiner commentary
This response was typical of candidates who were able to identify the regions of electron density and explain that these would repel 
to be as far apart as possible in order to minimise the electron repulsion, but then gave an incorrect value for the bond angle. In this 
particular response the reference to the lone pair has been ignored as this has been penalised with the incorrect value for the bond 
angle losing a mark.

Question 1(c) 

[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
There were many routes that candidates could have used in order to arrive at the correct final answer and this is one such example. 
The candidate has used the data provided along with the molar mass of benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid to arrive at the number of 
moles of compound A that would be produced. From this they have calculated the mass of A that would be produced if the reaction 
was 100% efficient. They have then multiplied this by 0.67 and arrived at the correct value but have then not followed the instruction 
in the stem of the question to give their answer to the nearest whole number and so have lost 1 mark. 
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Question 1(d) 

Exemplar 1 1 mark

[2]

Examiner commentary
This exemplar was typical of many candidates’ responses. Most could readily recall the reagents required for the reduction of the 
NO

2
 group, but struggled to give an appropriate reagent for step 1. One other common error seen in this question was that some 

candidates did not indicate that the hydrochloric acid used had to be concentrated and this meant that some candidates did not 
score on this question. 

Question 1(e)(i)

[1]

Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
The candidate has made an incorrect choice in identifying the strongest form of intermolecular bond present between the chains of 
polymer. This was rather unusual as most candidates correctly identified that hydrogen bonding exists between the chains to hold 
the polymer together.
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Question 1(e)(ii)

[1]

Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
Most candidates drew the correct bonding arrangement for the polymer chains. This representation is incorrect as bonds should be 
from the Hydrogen atom of the NH group to the Oxygen atom of the carbonyl group.
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Questions 1(f)(i) and (ii)

[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This pair of questions was looking at candidates’ knowledge of reaction conditions and the products of a reaction that they should 
have encountered as part of their practical work over the A Level course. In part (i) the candidate needed to give either reagents for 
an acid hydrolysis, or an alkaline hydrolysis. Simply heating with steam is insufficient as no reaction would occur.

In (ii) the structures of the products had to be related to the reaction conditions given in (i). There was a ‘rescue mark’ made available 
here, as illustrated above, for a candidate who produced correct structures for the un-ionised dicarboxylic acid and diamine 
molecules. Adding this extra instruction into the guidance column of the mark scheme allowed a significant number of candidates 
to score at least 1 mark on this question.
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Question 2(a)

[3]

Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This was a question that most candidates addressed and produced some reasoned responses that showed an understanding of 
the process occurring. However many candidates made the same error as shown in this response. This candidate has started their 
answer from the point where the electron has been excited and correctly states that the electron drops back (to its ground state) 
releasing energy in the form of light for 1 mark. They also quote E = hv and state that the light is of a specific frequency related to 
the energy gaps which is sufficient for a second mark. However they do not score the third mark as they have stated that the energy 
absorbed to promote the electron to the excited state is electromagnetic (light) when it should have been from heat/thermal 
energy in the firework.
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Question 2(b)(i)

[4]

Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
Many candidates answered this question successfully. They had clearly practised this type of calculation in the course, and were able 
to manipulate the data provided to demonstrate their ability to use the appropriate maths skills. In this response the only mark that 
has not been given is the final mark for use of appropriate significant figures. As the data given in the stem of the question is all to 
3sf, the final answer should have also been given to 3sf, e.g. 1.26 x 103 or 1260 cm3.
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Question 2(b)(ii)

[4]

Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar shows the need to be able to identify chemical species correctly. The candidate has lost 1 mark from using an 
incorrect term within their answer. They have correctly stated that calcium ions, Ca2+, have a greater charge density, but then lose 
this mark by referring to the atomic radius rather than the ionic radius. The remainder of the response is correct and describes the 
trend in thermal stability down group 2 correctly with supporting reasoning to score 3 marks.
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Question 2(d)

Exemplar 1 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
This is a well-structured response. The candidate recognised the need to convert the solubility of the strontium hydroxide from  
g/dm3 into mol/dm3. They have then used the stoichiometry of the reaction to identify an appropriate concentration of hydrochloric 
acid to be used. At Level 3 this is a key element of the response as indicated in the expected answer column of the mark scheme. 
They then go onto describe how to carry out the titration including many pieces of fine detail, and finally the candidate has 
indicated how they would use the data collected in order to calculate an accurate value for the concentration of the strontium 
hydroxide solution.

Exemplar 2 4 marks
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Examiner commentary
This response shows a candidate that has recognised the need to carry out a titration but has not identified the need to calculate 
the concentration of the strontium hydroxide solution in mol/dm3 in order to choose an appropriate concentration of hydrochloric 
acid to use. This means that the candidate cannot access Level 3, however there is a good description of the method to use and 
sufficient detail is given about the steps involved in the calculation in order to use the data collected to calculate a concentration for 
the alkali and so Level 2, 4 marks was given.

Exemplar 3 2 marks

Examiner commentary
Given the information provided in the question, this candidate has recognised the need to describe how to carry out a titration, 
but has not made any attempt to explain how they would use the data collected to calculate the concentration of the strontium 
hydroxide solution and so cannot progress beyond Level 1. A mark of 2 has been given as the procedure described contains 
most of the relevant detail outlined in the mark scheme, and any minor errors within the text have not detracted from the overall 
communication of the candidates’ ideas so the upper mark within Level 1 was merited.
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Question 2(e)(i)

[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
There were two common errors seen with this question. This response shows the more unusual of these. In this instance the 
candidate has correctly written an equation for the reaction and included the appropriate state symbols. They have then gone on to 
produce an expression for an equilibrium constant which is incorrect as the strontium hydroxide is a solid and so cannot be given a 
value for its concentration in this expression.

The other commonly seen answer that scored 1 mark was one in which the equation was omitted, but a correct expression for K
sp

 
had been produced.

Question 2(e)(ii)

[3]

Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
As with other calculations in the exam paper, where a candidate has made a single error this is only penalised once and then marks 
can be given for correct processing in subsequent steps of the calculation. In this response, the correct expression for K

sp
 was 

given in e(i), but the concentration of the hydroxide ions is incorrectly stated. However this has then been subsequently evaluated 
correctly to score 1 mark, and the units have been correctly deduced from the equation to score a second mark.
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Question 2(e)(iii)

[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This response scores a mark for recognising that the concentration of hydroxide ions is increased, and makes a comment about 
the solubility of the strontium hydroxide but without a valid reference to the solubility product. What we were looking for in asking 
candidates to make reference to the solubility product was that candidates would realise that the solubility product has a constant 
value. Therefore for it to remain constant then the concentration of strontium ions had to decrease so that the product [Sr2+][OH-] 
would be unchanged. The comment about the solubility decreasing, which is correct, is insufficient to score the second mark as it 
makes no link to the solubility product.

Question 2(f)(i)

[1]

Exemplar 1 0 marks
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Examiner commentary
Most candidates correctly identified that Strontium and Rubidium are s-block elements, but there were a few incorrect responses 
most common of which were alkali metals (as shown here) and block 5 elements – presumably as a result of both elements being in 
period 5 of the periodic table.

The second part of the question asked candidates to link ideas about electronic structure to a property of a metallic structure. To do 
this they needed to demonstrate that they knew that the valence electrons in metals are donated into a sea of delocalised electrons, 
and that the melting point is affected by the strength of the force of attraction between the nucleus and the sea of delocalised 
electrons. Therefore in this question recognising that Rubidium has one valence electron compared to strontium with two valence 
electrons would have scored a mark. 

Alternatively they could have given the formula of the respective ions, Sr2+ and Rb+. Stating that strontium has more protons in its 
nucleus and so has a stronger attraction to the sea of electrons would score a second mark. This candidate scores a mark for this 
second point but lost the first mark for an incorrect formula for the Rubidium ion.

Question 2(f)(ii)
[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark
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Question 3(b)(i)

[2]

Exemplar 1 6 marks

Examiner commentary
In this response, the candidate has correctly indicated that the electrode potential of the chlorate(V) half cell is more negative than 
that of the chlorine/chloride half cell. However they then did not recognise that in equation 3.1 the chloride ion is being oxidised, 
while the chlorate(V) ion is being reduced. According to the data given in table 3.1 this would be not feasible using ideas about 
electrode potentials as the transfer of electrons is moving in the opposite direction to that predicted by the two half cell Eθ values. 
Many candidates simply referred to the table of data without considering the equation given for the reaction.
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Question 3(c)(i)

[4]

Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
This response was typical of many candidates’ diagrams. Most candidates focused on the set-up of the apparatus and, as with this 
answer, constructed a valid experimental set-up. In this response a mark was lost was for failing to indicate how standard conditions 
are achieved as asked for in the stem of the question. It is worth noting that even if they had included the correct concentration for 
all of the solutions used they would still not have scored this mark as ‘room temperature’ is not sufficiently accurate in the context of 
this question.
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Question 3(c)(iii)

[1]

Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
For candidates to score this mark they were required to give two pieces of information, where were electrons being produced – the 
copper electrode, and where were they moving – in the wire (through the voltmeter if arrows drawn and labelled on their diagram). 
There were a significant number of responses that did not score since, as in this response, they stated that the electrons moved 
through the salt bridge.

Question 3(c)(v)

[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
Candidates are taught that Eθ values, as shown in table 3.1, need to have a sign given with them, either a + or – sign. So this response 
while being numerically correct only scores 1 mark as no sign has been given. In this question candidates could also have scored 
1 mark if they had used log

10
 rather than ln values – provided that they had used them correctly, or if they had used 1.02V rather 

than 0.34V and then carrying out the ln calculation to give a value of +0.96V. In both of these latter calculations the ruling was that a 
single error should not lose both marks if the error had been subsequently processed correctly in the calculation.
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Question 3(d)(i)

[1]

Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
This question was usually answered correctly by candidates, though there were a few responses that did not score the mark as they 
included electrons within their equation, as illustrated here. Some only included them on the products side of the equation and this 
again was marked as wrong. It is important that candidates practise balancing redox equations of this sort to avoid confusing them 
with electrode half equations where electrons are required to balance the relevant half cell equation.

Question 3(d)(iii)
[1]

Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
Although the candidate has recognised that iodine is produced in the redox reaction, they have given an incorrect colour and state 
for the product so cannot score the mark. Candidates should be able to recall the colour of the aqueous halogen solutions from 
conducting an appropriate displacement practical involving halogens and halide ions.

Question 3(d)(iv)
[1]

Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
Most incorrect responses to this question were as a result of candidates focusing on the relative electronegativities of chlorine and 
iodine, which may be correct, but does not answer the question posed. The correct answer here had to be linked to the fact that the 
chlorine atom has a stronger attraction to electrons (present in other species) and so can pull them in more readily in order to fill its 
outer valence shell.
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Question 3(e)

[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This response was unusual in that it gave the correct reagents which most candidates did not do. Many realised that the source of 
the chlorine would be from sodium chloride, but they either used salt solution, or dilute sulfuric acid, neither of which would work 
as the hydrogen chloride produced would dissolve in the water within the aqueous solution. The second mark was for the method 
of collection used. What we hoped to see was a collection by downward delivery into a vessel that was not sealed, while many 
candidates recognised that HCl would be collected by downward delivery they did not score the mark as they passed their delivery 
tube through a water bath/trough into a test-tube/boiling tube filled with water. This meant that the majority of candidates scored 
no marks on this question and suggests that some time needs to be dedicated to looking at the preparation of hydrogen halide 
gases and their properties.
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Question 4(a)

[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
The candidate has identified that the chemistry described in the equations is incorrect and has suggested an alternative overall 
reaction. This was a commonly seen answer but very few candidates were able to identify that step 1 should have involved a 
reaction with an oxygen radical, rather than O

3
 and that this means that step 2 should be a reaction between the newly produced 

NO radical and the O
3
 species resulting in the production of NO

2
 and O

2
. This would have resulted in the overall equation suggested 

in this answer but the mark was for recognising the errors in steps 1 and 2 given in the question and not for suggesting an 
alternative overall equation. However they did score a mark for recognising that the NO

2
 group is acting as a catalyst as it is used in 

step 1 but then regenerated (reformed) in step 2. 
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Questions 4(b)(i) and (ii)

[4]

[1]

Exemplar 1 4 marks and 0 marks
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Examiner commentary
This question was well answered by the vast majority of candidates. Most candidates scored at least 3 marks with a significant 
number of candidates scoring all 4 marks. Marks were lost either for labelling the axes incorrectly, e.g. by omitting the units, or for 
incorrectly estimating the value of the half-life. 

The data provided in the table meant that a suitable scale on the x-axis should have been as shown in this response (1 large square 
= 1000s), which meant that each small sub-division would be equal to 100s. This allowed a value of 1400 +/- 100s for the half-life 
which was not an unreasonable tolerance to allow. 

In this response the construction lines drawn are incorrectly as they use concentration values of 0.22mol/dm3 and 0.12mol/dm3. This 
second value is not half of the first value and so the lines drawn meant that the time difference is less than it would have been had 
the candidate used a concentration of 0.11mol/dm3 which was half of their initial value. 

In part (ii), the candidate has recognised what is needed and drawn two sets of construction lines, unfortunately the second set is 
not at a concentration that is half of their initial value of 0.22mol/dm3, and the explanation given is also incorrect as it is inaccurate. It 
should have referred to the concentration halving at a constant rate, or stating that the value for the half-life is a constant value, and 
this answer does not state either of these precisely.

Question 4(c)

[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
The candidate has written down the correct rate equation, and manipulated it appropriately but has then incorrectly rounded their 
calculated value. The correct numerical value should have been 0.00047 / 4.7 x 10-3 / 4.67 x 10-3 – answers to two or more significant 
figures were required. The second mark was for giving the correct units for the rate constant, k, which this candidate has done 
correctly to score 1 mark.
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Question 4(d)

[3]

Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate clearly understands what is required for this calculation but has chosen a pair of coordinates that result in values 
from the y-axis that are rather close together and a little bit difficult to read accurately from the scale used. So when the gradient is 
calculated it fell outside the tolerance given in the guidance column of the mark scheme and so loses marking point 1. As with all 
calculations on this exam paper, if the remainder of the calculation is shown with the correct steps being used then credit can be 
given using the ECF annotation from the instructions to marker’s section. This resulted in a score of 2/3 being given for multiplying 
their gradient by R (8.314) and then converting the subsequent value from joules/mole to kilojoules/mole.
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Question 4(e)

[3]

Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
The marks here were for identifying that step 1 and/or step 3 could have been the rate determining step(s) as both contain N

2
O

5
 

as a reactant. This response scores 2 marks even though the explanation lacks precision, as the annotations used to circle N
2
O

5
 in 

both steps 1 and 3 helped to clarify what the candidate was trying to describe. However they have not scored the final mark as they 
have not made any attempt to show how this mechanism relates to the overall reaction. This could have been accomplished by 
cancelling out substances that appear on both sides of the reaction steps and then adding up the remaining reactant species and 
the remaining product species. This should have given 2N

2
O

5
 → 4NO

2
 + O

2
 which is the same as equation 4.1.
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Question 5(a)

[3]

Exemplar 1 2 marks

Examiner commentary
This candidate has been rather unfortunate. Many candidates did not score more than 1 mark here as they did not include state 
symbols (part of the instructions given in the stem of the question), and they did not indicate clearly what each step of the cycle 
represented. This candidate has clearly indicated what each ‘leg’ of the triangle refers to. They have also combined these correctly to 
identify how the heat of combustion of acetylene would be calculated using the cycle. Where they lost their mark was in giving the 
incorrect state symbol for acetylene in the combustion step at the top of their cycle.
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Question 5(b)

[4]

Exemplar 1 3 marks

Examiner commentary
It is worth noting that in this question it became clear that most candidates either did not understand, or had not been talked 
through, the ‘back of the envelope’ calculation referred to in the question, and in the pre-release material. 

The ‘back of the envelope’ calculation uses Avogadro’s Law which states equal volumes of gas contain equal numbers of particles. 
It also simplifies things by stating that air is 20% oxygen and so the total number of air particles is five times the moles of oxygen 
present in the balanced equation. In the case of acetylene the equation has 1 mole of acetylene reacting with 2.5 moles of Oxygen, 
this means that the total number of moles reacting is 1 + (2.5 x 5) = 13.5. So the proportion of acetylene moles in the mixture is 
1/13.5. The article uses this idea to determine the mole ratio for ethane reacting to be 1/18.5. The author of the article then uses 
these ‘mole fractions’ to determine the ratio of acetylene molecules reacting: ethane molecules reacting to be (1/13.5 divided by 
1/18.5) which gives 1.4 times more acetylene moles reacting than ethane moles. In this question candidates are asked to carry out a 
similar calculation to compare the number of moles of acetylene reacting compared to propane reacting:

C
2
H

2
 + 2.5O

2
 → 2CO

2
 + H

2
O reacting moles = (1 + 12.5), mole fraction of acetylene = 1/13.5 

C
3
H

8
 + 5O

2
 → 3CO

2
 + 4H

2
O reacting moles = (1 + 25), mole fraction of acetylene = 1/26

So comparing these we get 26/13.5 = 1.9 times more acetylene moles compared to propane moles reacting. However what 
candidates did quickly catch onto was that if you looked at the balanced equation for acetylene from part (a), and then wrote down 
the balanced equation for the complete combustion of propane (as shown in this exemplar), the number of moles of acetylene 
reacting with oxygen could be doubled in order to have both species reacting with the same number of moles of oxygen. The 
assumption made by candidates was that in a given volume of air there would be the same % by vol of oxygen (20%) and so the 
fuels could only react in their stoichiometric ratio with the oxygen. In simple terms the number of moles, and by Avogadro’s Law, the 
number of molecules of acetylene combusting would be approximately two times greater than the number of moles of propane. 

This led the senior marking team to debate the merits of this approach and the decision was taken that while this approach did not 
use the method asked for, candidates had to be given credit for using some appropriate and creditworthy chemistry. A maximum 
mark of 3/4 was ruled as being most appropriate provided that the balanced equation for propane was evident AND some 
explanation for how the ratio was arrived at was displayed. The exemplar shown gives this in a very simple way but did meet these 
criteria and so scored 3 marks.
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Question 5(c)(i)

[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This candidate recognised that carbon contains four valence shell electrons and scored 1 mark for doing so. Many candidates did 
not score this as they stated that carbon contains six electrons (i.e. the inner core electrons and the valence electrons) and then tried 
to explain how this resulted in a single electron in one p-orbital.

What this candidate has described is not fully accurate as they start by stating that each of the p-orbitals contains one electron, and 
that the (2)s-orbital also has one electron. This is incorrect and so meant that the second mark could not be given as it was based 
on incorrect chemistry. This then leads them into a false assumption that as only three of the orbitals ‘fuse’ this leaves one unpaired 
electron behind in the unfused orbital. 

The correct and simpler explanation was that two of the p-orbitals hybridise with the 2s orbital to form 3sp2 orbitals and one 
unhybridised p-orbital. The four valence shell electrons are then distributed evenly across the four orbitals so that each contains 
one electron that in turn means that the p-orbital not hybridised is left containing a single electron. All that was required from 
candidates was to state that three of the four valence electrons are used in the sp2 orbitals and the remaining one electron is in a 
p-orbital.
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Question 5(c)(ii)

[2]

Exemplar 1 1 mark

Examiner commentary
This is an example of the most commonly seen incorrect answer in terms of the ethene structure. Many candidates stated that the 
p electron formed the double bond, however this is not sufficiently precise enough, as the double bond consists of a σ bond and 
a π bond. The single p electron is used to form the π bond (with an adjacent sp2 hybridised carbon atom) which was the expected 
answer.

Question 5(d)

[1]

Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
Many candidates left this question blank. Of those who did attempt this question, the response shown was one that was seen 
consistently. Candidates recognised from the pre-release material that the reaction involves the growth of the ring structure by 
adding in an unsaturated molecule, acetylene, but did not identify that the first step in this process was the removal of a hydrogen 
atom, which would create a reactive species that was electron deficient and so attracted to the electron rich area of the triple bond 
in acetylene. In this response they have added the acetylene BEFORE the hydrogen has been removed and this is not allowed 
according to the instructions given in the mark scheme.
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Question 5(e)(i)

[1]

Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
Although the correct reaction type has been chosen, no mark is given as there is no reason given for their choice as asked for in the 
stem of the question.

Another common incorrect answer was to identify the reaction type as propagation due to the presence of M on both sides of the 
equation.

Question 5(e)(ii)
[1]

Exemplar 1 0 marks

Examiner commentary
This exemplar is the most commonly seen incorrect response for this question. This was a result of the candidates not fully 
appreciating that although M appears on both sides of the equation in e(i), within the pre-release material it clearly stated that M 
is required to bring about homolytic bond fission by colliding with the alkane molecule to generate radicals required in the HACA 
reaction.
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Question 5(f)

Exemplar 1 6 marks
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Examiner commentary
This question posed a significant problem to the vast majority of candidates with very few candidates going beyond Level 2 and 
many struggling to exceed Level 1. This exemplar illustrates how an able candidate addressed the question by structuring their 
response to match with the instruction given in the stem of the question.

The first paragraph deals with the role of oxygen in controlling flame temperatures, the concentration of oxygen molecules present 
and the number of fuel molecules reacting in a given volume determines the temperature. Therefore in discussing the acetylene 
combustion in pure oxygen and in air the candidate has satisfied the first requirement. Many candidates did not make this link and 
began their responses by discussing oxygen in the context of complete or incomplete combustion and the effect this would have 
on flame temperatures, which was not relevant to this question.

The candidate then discusses the examples of small molecule reactions quoted in the article by reference to the appropriate 
equations, and by mentioning that these are necessary for HACA to occur and form polyaromatic hydrocarbon molecules present in 
soot. Finally they have discussed the relevant competing reactions of CO

2
 formation from saturated alkane molecules compared to 

soot formation from molecules with structures similar to acetylene that are capable of forming PAH’s. 

The careful structuring of the answer clearly matched the Level 3 expected outcome ‘Gives a detailed account of controlling flame 
temperature, small molecule reactions and competing reactions, exemplified by the use of at least one appropriate equation.’ 

Exemplar 2 4 marks
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Examiner commentary
In this exemplar the candidate has used the idea of incomplete combustion to explain the difference in flame temperature. This 
means that they could not access Level 3 due to the incorrect science being used in the opening few lines. However they then go 
onto give a good account of the role of oxygen in small molecule reactions, as exemplified by reference to hydrogen abstraction and 
with one relevant equation included. This is deemed as being sufficient detail for Level 2 for this area. 

They have then discussed the idea of competing routes through to the formation of CO
2
 versus the formation of soot via acetylene. 

Although there are some minor errors evident, and again the link to incomplete combustion is made, this is not penalised for a 
second time and so this response is acceptable for Level 2. It is at the upper mark in the level because it meets the criteria in the 
communication strand. The communication has not impeded the science content and so a mark of 4 was merited. 

Exemplar 3 2 marks

Examiner commentary
In this response the candidate begins with a comment about equilibrium for combustion which is incorrect so the argument about 
flame temperature and oxygen is not creditworthy. This means that Level 3 is not accessible within the first two lines of the answer 
given. 

The candidate then gives some detail about small molecule reactions using oxygen that are required to produce Hydrogen atoms 
needed for growing PAH’s. This is supported by the use of two relevant equations and so is of sufficient detail to be considered as a 
detailed account for this area. This means that at this point in their answer Level 2 would still be possible. 

However, they then discuss the formation of CO versus CO
2
 with no mention of soot or acetylene. There is nothing creditworthy for 

the section on competing reactions and so this is given Level 1 as it ‘Gives a detailed account of one area’ which is the second route 
open to candidates to score some marks.
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